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Abstract
A new pulse multiplication technique based on sixpulse thyristor converters is proposed in this paper.
With the pro-posed technique, 12-pulse, 18-pulse,
and 24-pulse operations have been obtained both on
the input current and on the output voltage. A control strategy over the whole range of phase angle is
provided along with sophisticated input current and
output voltage analysis. Experimental results from a
laboratory prototype verify the pro-posed theory.

Index Terms: Harmonic, multipulse, pulse multiplication, thyristor.

I. INTRODUCTION
THE six-pulse thyristor converter rated up to several
thou-sands of horsepower has been widely used as a
front-end ac-to-dc power converter for dc drives
or uninterruptible power systems (UPSs). The high
contents of six-pulse related input current harmonics could couple into nearby telephone circuits and
cause misoperation of protective relaying and circuit
breakers. To avoid such undesirable harmonic effects,
tuned passive filters have been employed on the ac
side of the converter. However, passive filters generate their own harmonic problems, including delayed
system response following distur-bances and suffer
from the resonance problem with unknown system
impedances. Active power filters could be a solution
to these problems, but the initial cost of the equipment makes it difficult to put them into practical use,
especially in high-powerapplications.
Multiple connection of thyristor bridges increases the
pulse number of the converter and, therefore, reduces low-order harmonic contents without increasing
high-order harmonics. With parallel or series connection of two bridges, the 12-pulse converter eliminates
the fifth and seventh harmonics in the input current.
In order to further increase the pulse number, multiple connection of bridges and the corresponding
phase-shifting.

high-voltage applications such as HVdc conversion [3],
[4]. The multipulse techniques based on the 12-pulse
converter employ phase-shifting transformers to supply two sets of three-phase voltage displaced in phase
by 30 [2]–[5] and an IPT in case of parallel connection to absorb the instantaneous voltage differences
between the bridges [2]. Due to the unsymmetrical
nature of the delta-wye winding of the phase-shifting
transformer and phase unbalance of the two bridges,
the average output voltages of the two bridges may
be unequal, resulting in current unbalance between
bridges and a severe saturation problem in the IPT
circuit. This causes each bridge to operate in a discontinuous conduction mode in which each rectifier conducts only for 60 and carries the full-load current [6].
Unsymmetry of the delta-wye winding could be alleviated by a three-phase autotransformer or an extended-delta transformer configuration [5]. However, the
firing angle imbalance of the two bridges to remedy
the current unbalance could cause some undesirable
effects, such as harmonic problems [6].In this paper, a
new pulse multiplication technique based on six-pulse
thyristor converters is proposed. With the proposed
technique, 12-pulse, 18-pulse, and 24-pulse operations
are ob-tained, both on the input current and on the
output voltage. The proposed scheme exhibits the
following advantages.
•There is no current unbalance unlike the 12-pulsebased multipulse converter.
•Phase-shifting transformers are not necessary. Instead, rel-atively low kilovoltampere transformers
(around 50% of the input power) are employed.
•Output voltage ripples as well as input current harmonics are reduced with the proposed technique.
•Variation of source frequency and load does not affect the operation of the proposed scheme.
•The proposed approach can be considered as an
add-on option.

transformers are necessary, but this increases the
cost and size of the equipment [1].
Several multipulse techniques based on parallel or
series connection have been proposed [2]–[5]. A harmonic reduction technique has been proposed to
utilize auxiliary thyristors connected to taps on the
interphase transformer (IPT) of par-allel-connected
thyristor converters [2]. A dc current reinjection technique, which multiplies the pulse number and eliminates harmonics based upon 12-pulse series-connected thyristor con-verters has been proposed for

Fig. 1. Proposed 12-pulse converter.
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A control strategy over the whole range of phase
angle is pro-vided along with sophisticated input current and output voltage analysis. Experimental results
from a 220 –V 3-kVA laboratory prototype are provided.

II. PROPOSED 12-PULSE SCHEME

Fig. 3. Operation of the auxiliary circuit

Fig. 2. Various waveforms (N =N = 0:929; = 30 ; = 30 ; = 90 ).

Fig. 4. Switching function S & S for phase “ a.”

Fig. 5. Optimum firing angle versus phase angle .
Then, bridge input currents can be expressed in terms
of bridge output currents and switching functions as

Due to equal distribution of current
the input current becomes
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Finally, from (2)–(7), the input current can be obtained
by
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III. HIGHER PULSE OPERATION

Fig. 6. Input current THD versus phase angle.

Fig. 8. Input current and output voltage waveforms
( = 30 ). (a) 18-pulse. (b) 24-pulse.

TABLE I
CONTROL METHOD AND PERFORMANCE.

Fig. 7. Auxiliary circuit operation ( = 30 ). (a) 18-pulse.
(b) 24-pulse.
In the meanwhile, bridge output voltage is identical
to the output voltage of the conventional six-pulse
converter as shown in Fig. 2. On the other hand, the
output voltage of the proposed scheme is given by

Table I summarizes the optimum tap positions, the
optimum firing angles, and the firing order of the auxiliary thyristors for the proposed pulse multiplication.
It is noted that the degree of freedom of the optimum
firing angles for each of the auxiliary thyristors is just
one. Fig. 5 shows the optimum firing angles with
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respect to phase angle to achieve the minimum input current THD for 18-pulse and 24-pulse operation.
Input current THDs with the proposed firing strategy
are shown in Fig. 6. In the case of 18-pulse (24-pulse)
operation, the input current THD for phase angle higher than 170 (167 ) and lower than 10 (13 ) rises since
the auxiliary thyristors cannot be forward biased in
this range.
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Fig. 9. Alternative scheme for isolation and/or voltage matching.

TABLE II :TRANSFORMER VOLTAMPERE AND
COMPONENT RATING ( = 90 ).

IV. ALTERNATIVE SCHEME
In some applications such as UPSs or static var compensators (SVCs) where voltage matching and/or
isolation is needed, the zigzag transformer for equal
distribution of the injected current can be omitted. Instead, the current is injected directly to the neutral
of the delta-wye transformer as shown in Fig. 9. The
op-erating principle of the alternative scheme shown
in Fig. 9 is the same as the proposed scheme shown
in Fig. 1. Bridge input cur-rent , and and injected
current are identical for both schemes. Therefore,
all the equations except (3), (7), and (8) in the previous section are also valid for the alternative scheme.
Assuming that the turns ratio of the delta-wye transformer is , the current in the primary delta winding
is expressed as

TABLE III
VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RATING OF THE 1 Y
TRANSFORMER.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new pulse multiplication technique
based upon the six-pulse thyristor converter has been
introduced. The proposed scheme characterized in
Fig. 1 does not necessitate phase-shifting transformers. Instead, transformers rated around 50% of the input power are employed. The proposed schemes also
do not have the current unbalance problem unlike the
multipulse technique based on parallel connection of
bridges.

Fig. 11. Experimental waveforms (18-pulse).
(a) Injected current i .

(b) Input current i .

Fig. 12. Experimental waveforms (24-pulse).
(a) Injected current i .

(b) Input current i .

Optimum firing angles for minimum input current THD
have been provided over the whole range of phase
angle between 0 and 180 . Design parameters such
as optimum tap positions of auxiliary thyristor and
component ratings have been obtained. Further pulse
multiplication such as 30-pulse, 36-pulse, etc., is possible with the proposed technique. The experimental
results validated the proposed pulse multiplication
technique.
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